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Chapter 2497 
The smoke and dust dissipated slowly, and David’s figure appeared, jumping 

directly from the deep pit! 

Although Ning Zhi’s sword was extremely powerful just now, it failed to hurt 

David. 

Seeing that David was not injured, Ning Zhi, who was originally happy and 

arrogant, immediately froze his smile on his face! 

Seeing this, Yu Qian and the others were also inconceivable. 

Yu Qian thought that if it was him, if he resisted that sword forcefully, even if 

he did not die, he would be seriously injured! 

However, David was not injured at all. The bright golden light surrounded 

David. At this time, David was like a god of war in golden armor! 

“You are too weak, you have to admit your incompetence…” 

David looked at Ning Zhi and said with a disdainful smile. 

“Ah… I’m going to kill you…” 

Ning Zhi went crazy, completely crazy, he was so pissed off by David! 



But just when Ning Zhigang was about to attack David again, he suddenly felt 

a gust of wind whistling over his head. 

Ning Zhi looked up, and found a sword light approaching in an instant, Ning 

Zhi had no time to dodge, and was directly struck by the sword light. 

“Ah…” 

Ning Zhi let out a scream, and his body fell heavily. 

The sword light dissipated, and Ning Zhi’s body also disappeared. 

“Then Ning Zhi won’t just be killed like that? Just evaporated?” 

Feng Jingyan swallowed, and said in disbelief! 

You must know that with Ning Zhi’s strength, the six purple-robed envoys, 

except for Yu Qian who can fight along with them, the others are no match for 

Ning Zhi! 

But now Ning Zhi, who was at the peak of the Transformation Realm, was 

evaporated in David’s hands! 

“David, it’s terrible…” 

Yu Qian muttered to himself! 

At this time, the sword Ling Zhongli was behind Yijian’s hand, and instantly 

turned into a dragon-slaying sword, and returned to David’s hand! 

And Da Neng, who watched Ning Zhi disappear, was suspended in mid-air 

without the slightest change in expression! 

Holding the dragon-slaying sword in his hand, David looked at Da Neng, and 

the power of divine dragons poured into the dragon-slaying sword 

continuously! 



And the God King Bow and Dragon Clock in the storage ring are also ready at 

any time! 

David knew that to deal with Da Neng, he had to use all his means! 

But just when David was ready to attack Da Neng, a black spot suddenly 

appeared in the void, and then the black spot became bigger and bigger! 

As the black spot continued to expand, a figure walked out from it! 

“David, I’m not so easy to be killed.” 

Ning Zhi’s eyes were like flames, and the black starlight between his eyebrows 

disappeared. It seemed that this black starlight saved Ning Zhi’s life! 

Looking at the surviving Ning Zhi, David did not show the slightest surprise! 

If Ning Zhi could be killed so easily, it is estimated that Da Neng would not 

spend a lot of resources to train him! 

“If I can’t kill you once, then I will kill you ten times. I want to see how many 

ways you have to save your life!” 

David said with a cold smile! 

“Don’t even think about killing me a second time…” 

After Ning Zhi finished speaking, he let out a roar, and then a drop of bright 

red blood floated from the center of his eyebrows, and this drop of blood 

floated directly into the black hole that Ning Zhi walked out of just now ! 

Accompanied by a drop of blood essence drifting in, there was a deafening 

roar, and then a huge body was seen slowly coming out of the black hole. 

With the appearance of the huge body, the sky and the earth changed color 

instantly, and everyone felt the terrifying pressure! 



unicorn? 

David looked at the huge body that came out, and it turned out to be a 

unicorn. The unicorn’s body was more than ten meters high, and its breath 

was full of icy air! 

Ning Zhi jumped up onto the unicorn. 

“This is a unicorn monster from the Celestial Realm, which belongs to the ice 

attribute and can freeze everything…” 

The moment the elder of the Artifact Refining Sect saw the unicorn, he was 

shocked, and immediately shouted at David! 

 


